
Q&A Paul D. Miller 
Climate-change DJ
Paul D. Miller, also known as DJ Spooky, is famed for his digital sampling techniques. His 2007 
foray to Antarctica inspired a multimedia symphony, Terra Nova: Sinfonia Antarctica, and a 
companion volume, The Book of Ice. Ahead of a performance of Terra Nova this week at the 
New York Academy of Sciences, he discusses how he uses weather patterns in his compositions.

How did you become an audio artist?
It was a hobby gone out of control. As a kid 
I messed around with early Texas Instru-
ments and Commodore 64 computers. My 
mother made me take violin and double-
bass lessons. After college, where I majored 
in philosophy and French literature, I started 
DJ’ing to pay my rent, which freed me up for 
writing and artwork. I began using digital 
sampling as a kind of musical collage, like 
the ‘cut-up’ text technique of Beat Genera-
tion author William S. Burroughs. 

Why did you go to Antarctica in 2007?
I challenged myself to travel to one of the 
most remote parts of the planet and make 
acoustic portraits there. I wanted to con-
front the recursive logic of weather patterns 
— rain, snow, ice and wind. So I chartered 
a decommissioned Russian military ice-
breaker ship and went to the continent. 

How did you gather material for Terra Nova?
I carried a compact recording studio in a 
backpack across the ice. I set up microphones 
to record the sounds of water and ice, took 
photographs and distilled a composition from 
them, mixing electronic edits of the sounds 
with string arrangements. I wanted to turn 
weather patterns, which are so complex it 
takes a supercomputer to model them, into 
audio-visual compositions. My aim was to 
convey the idea that, with climate change, 
some natural variables are no longer meshing.

How did The Book of Ice come about?
The book started as a graphical score for the 
musical piece, inspired by the work of British 
experimental composer Cornelius Cardew. 
It grew into a larger project: to condense the 
complex information about Antarctica into 
a digestible format using graphic design. 
String theorist Brian Greene, of Columbia 
University in New York, wrote a foreword 
about the physics of ice. And the book 
includes an infographic on the interactions 
between different causes of climate change. 

What intrigues you about Antarctica?
It is the only continent with no government. 
One could think of it as a creative commons. 
A 1959 treaty forbids a military presence. 
The United States and others have put a huge 
amount of money into science there, and 

the research scene has 
a military feel. Fortu-
nately, the scientists 
share information 
with colleagues from 
other countries. 

You have also started 
an artists’ centre on 
Vanuatu. Why?
The Pacific island of 

Vanuatu keeps getting ranked as one of the 
happiest places on Earth. My centre there 
pulls artists out of the city and slows them 
down. I’ve also worked on Nauru, a Pacific 
dystopia. After the Soviet Union collapsed, 
Nauru was an offshore banking centre, with 
billions of dollars passing through daily. It was 
economically devastated when the money 
vanished. I made recordings there and used 
them in a string-quartet composition and 
visual installation called The Nauru Elegies. 

What’s next?
My composition Arctic Rhythms is set at the 
North Pole. I travelled last year to the Sval-
bard archipelago. There are some 20 million 
people in the Arctic Circle and about 2,000 in 
Antarctica. A bigger population makes for a 
different project: it is about local frameworks, 
nation states, the international rule of law and 
the human response to climate change.

What’s your view of climate change now?
Economists try to assign a cost to global 
warming. Yet biologist Richard Dawkins’ 
theory of ‘extended phenotype’ says that any-
thing an animal makes can be considered an 
effect of its genes on the environment. So we 
need to start thinking of climate change as an 
extension of what it means to be human. ■
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ensure that the artists receive adequate 
remuneration. 

The SymbioticA model is different. 
As residents in their own lab, the artists 
there have the same academic status as 
experimental scientists on campus. The 
lab competes for funding within the uni-
versity and outside. The experimental 
apparatus and materials are used in a sci-
entific manner, but the resulting research 
is not published in the way that a scientist 
would recognize. SymbioticA’s greatest 
achievements have been to establish a 
different institutional model and attitude 
towards the end products.

ARTISTIC CONCERNS
The project Semi-Living Worry Dolls, by 
Catts and Zurr, still working under the 
name of TC&A, is as much about the 
process and its recording as it is about 
fixed artistic products. Traditional worry 
dolls are given to Guatemalan children so 
that they can share their concerns with a 
trusted confidant. The dolls by TC&A are 
confected from degradable polymers and 
surgical sutures. The polymers are pro-
gressively replaced by living cells within 
a micro-gravity bioreactor. 

First exhibited in Linz, Austria, in 2000, 
the dolls were the first tissue-engineered 
sculptures to be presented alive in a gallery. 
Viewers are invited to speak their worries 
to the dolls into an adjacent microphone. 
The anonymous responses have gone fur-
ther than the anticipated concerns about 
biological engineering; visitors often spoke 
about personal issues. SymbioticA’s style of 
artwork is about process and participation, 
not an enduring material object. 

Art–science collaboration is becoming 
established as a distinct curatorial prac-
tice that has a defined public engagement 
through exhibitions. Educational ini-
tiatives are arising, ranging from school 
programmes to master of arts degrees, 
such as the two-year postgraduate course 
at the University of the Arts in London. 
The notion of artists and scientists col-
laborating is no longer a surprise, and is a 
well recognized strategy in the art world.

As the Wellcome and SymbioticA 
examples show, artists in laboratories 
come to understand the science in such a 
way that they act as neither canaries nor 
poodles in a crudely critical or acqui-
escent manner. At their best, the artists 
present works of complexity and subtlety 
that engage the spectator’s imagination 
in a non-prescriptive way. Ultimately, as 
with all artworks, the artist lays down the 
melody while encouraging the visitors to 
sing their songs in their own way. ■

Martin Kemp is emeritus professor of art 
history at the University of Oxford, UK.
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